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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to achieve single channel noise suppression

based on speech and noise spectral models. This thesis consists of two main

parts. The first part describes stationary noise srrppressiorr arrd the second

part describes impulsive rroise srrppressiorr.

First, a stationary noise suppression algorithm using Nlaximum a Posteri-

ori (MAP) estimation with a speech spectral amplitude probability density

function (speech PDF) is investigated. An estimated speech spectrum is

given as a MAP solution which is obtaine<l from the speech PDF. 'fhe

speech PDF is hence the most important factor in this research. A useful

speech PDF has been established and is entirely characterized by two shape

pararneters. As optirnal shape pararneters, certain fixed values have also

been derived. Speech can be eflflcierrtiy extracted when these parameters

are properly applied so that the speech PDF fits to the real-speech PDF.

However. the speech propertv should be considered as a tine-variant func-

tion. In this ca,se,. the fixed speech PDF can not track the property change.

In this research. under the assumption that the speech PDF changes ac-

cording to signal to noise ratio (SNR). tire zruthor proposes adaptive shape

parameters which are derived frorn real-speech PDFs in various narrow SNR

intervals. The proposed adaptive shape parameters can track the change of

the speech property, and give an appropriate N'IAP solution which is iden-

tical to the estimated speecl-r spectrum. The effectiveness o1'the proposed

methocl was exarnined and compared to conr.entional algoritirms. The sim-

rrlation resrrlts showed that the proposed rnethod improved segrnental SNR

arorrnd 6 and 9 dB when the input, speech signal was cornrptecl by white

and tunnel noise signals at input SNR of 0 dB, r'espectir.elr-.



Second, an impulsive noise suppression niethod is investigated. This

nretlrod utilizes azero phase (ZP) signal which is defined as the iDFT of a

spectral amplitude. In the impulsive noise sllppression lesearch, we assune

thzrt a speech signal has periodicity in a short observation, i.e", its spectral

amplitude has values at equallv spaced frequencies. In this case, the cor-

responding ZP signal becornes also periodic. This assumption is especially

appropriate for a voiced speech which is rnainly arisen in speech signals. On

the other hand. we assume that a noise spectral arnplitude is approximateiy

flat. In this case, its ZP signal takes nonzero values only around the origin.

Actually, many irnpulsive noise signals have such property. [Jnder these

assurnptiorrs, the ZP signal of a speech signal ernbedded in irnpulsive noise

in an analysis frame becomes a periodic signal except around the origin.

Herrce, replacing Lhe ZP signai around the origin with the ZP signal in the

second or latter period, we get an estimated speech ZP signal. Taking DF-T

of it gives the estiurated speech spectral aurplitude. The IDFT of the esti-

mated speech spectral amplitude with the observed spectral phase provides

the estimated speech signal in time domain. The major advantage of this

rnethod is that it can suppless impulsive noise without a prior estinrati<-rn

of the noise spectral ampliturier, while the a prior estimation of the noise is

indispensable in most st,ationary noise suppressiorr rnethods. Nloreover, it
is shown that ttre proposed irnpulsive noise suppressor can aiso be zrr.ailatrle

to suppress stationary wide-band noise. Sirnrrlation results showed that the

proposed noise suppressor irnproved the SNR more than 5dB for stationa,ry

tu.nnel noise and l3dB .for'itnprrlsive clap nclise in a low SNR environrnent.
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1

Introduction

The continuous improvement of nrultinredia and communication systerns has led to

the widespread use of speech recorcling and processing devices, e.g., rnobile phones,

emergency telephones, and speech recognition tools. In practical situations, these de-

vices are being used in environments where undesirable background noise exists. For

example, mobile phone users have to conrmrrnicate in the presence of undesirable back-

ground noise. As noise often degrades the quality of reccirded speech, it is beneficial

to carry out noise suppression. Also speech with background uoise can cause prob-

Ienrs for both mobile comrnunication and speech recognition systems. For example.

inrportant conversation must be delivered correcrtly in ernergency case. F-ig. 1.1 shows

the exarnple of situation that the speech signal is contarninated by background noise

in mobile phone cornmunication environments. Sirrce general mobile phones employ a

single microphone, a singie channel noise suppressor is an important tool to improve

the quality of speeih conrmunication. Hence, we will focus orr single microphone noise

suppression systerns, while powerful dual clr multi cirannei noise suppression algorithms

exist i1]. Single channel noise suppression algorithms assllne the existence cif a single

sensor (e.g., nicrophc-ine) that captures the noisy speech. This tvpe of algorithm has

to estimate the background noise and enhance the speech fronr a single recording.

In this th.esis, the author presents two efficierit single cirarrnel rrclise strppression

algorithrns, iudividually. They effectively suppress sfalionary noise ancl inrpuisive uoise,

respectively.

First. single chalinel stationary noise suppression is investigated. A variety of sta-

tionary noise supplession met,hods have been propose<1 ancl extensivelv stucliecl for
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decades 12] [11]. In the same manner as rnost stationary nciise suppression methods,

an observed stationary noise is assumed to be Gar-rssian in this research. One of the

wel]-knorvn stationarv rroise suppression methods is the spectral subtraction algorithrn

proposed by Boll l2l. In this method, noise srrppression is performed by simply sub-

tracting an estimated noise spectral arnplitude frclm an observed noisy speech spectrai

arriplitude. The spectral subtraction method cloes rmt require speech spectral infor-

. maticln. Although this method ca,n be easily irnplemented, it is well known that it
indrrces an artificial noise, called rnusical noise, in the enhanced speech. As another

rnethod that can enhance noisy speech with less residual rnusicai noise, Ephrairn and

N'lalah have prclp<.lsed the minirrrunr nrearl square error short lirne spectral arnpiitude

(N,IN,ISE-STSA) rnettr,rd [11i. whicb rrtilizes a speech spectral arnplitude probabilitv

density function (speech PDF). ln ttre literature [11], the speech PDF wi:rs rnoclebd by

a Rayleigh density furrction. However. sorlle researchers pointed out that the Rayleigh

density func:tion does not fit to a real speech PDF. A rnore efficient rnethod that eur-

ploys a rnaxirnum a'posteri,ori (XIAP) estinrator has been proposed by Lotter arid Vary

13] . In [3] , the speech PDF has beerr rno<leled Lry a pararnetric srlper Gailssiarr func-

tion. controlled bv two parzrmeters. The parametlic super Gaussitnr furrctiou has beert

der.elolrerl frc.,ni a hislogranr rnade from a large irnolult of real speech data in a silrglcl

llr\fr'ow signal to noise ratio (SNR) intelval. However. the residrral noise is still per-

sistentll' pelceived. Arrclrian:rkis and \\rhite l1] wele an'are that the speech PDF rnal



change in some SNR intervals. They utiiized three histograms made from speech signals

in three different narrow SNR intervals and approximate thern wjth Gamma density

function. As reported in 14] . changing these three speech PDFs according to the SNR

can iniprove the noise suppression capability. As a similar scheme to [a] . an adaptive

PDF method has been proposed by Tsukarnoto et al. l5]. It is based on the assump-

tion that the speech PDF continuously changes its shape according to the SNR. They

employed the paranretric super Gaussian function used in [3] and adaptiveiy changed

its shape parametels accc-rrding to the SNR. Two histograms were used to rnake the

adaptive paranieter function and irnplement it in a noise suppressor. It resulted in a

better noise suppression especially during rron-speech segrnents. Horvever, the shape of

the speech PDF in a speech segment rnay be incorrectly estinrated, becnuse the shape

parameters are deterrnined from ouly two histograms which were rnade from spcech

signals in high and low SNRs, respectively. Specifically, the adaptive shape pararncters

sirnply connect such extreme speech PDFs without proper verification"

In t,his research, under the assumption that two speech histogranrs are not enough

for estimating the shape parameters of the speech PDF, the conventional approach in [5]

is sophisticated bv evaluating many speech histograms, and a rnore efficient stationary

noise suppression algorithm is derived. Firstly, histograms are m:rde frorn the real-

speech data in various narrow SNR intervals, and the fittings of the histograms a,re

perforrned with the parametric speech PDF used in 13], [51. Secondly, shape parameter

functiorrs are derived to mitiga,te fluctuations of experimental results. F-ine,r,lly, a noise

suppression algorithm with the shape parameter functions are derived. Simulatiort

results show lhat the proposec.l noise suppression algorithrn can improrre ther enhanced

speech quality, in botir speech and non-speech segrnents.

As the seccind palt of this thesis, a single channel impulsive nciise supprt'ssor is

investigated. Examples of stationarv and irnpulsive noise signals depicted in Fig. 1.2,

where Fig. 1.2(a) shows a fernale speech signal corrupted with stationarv white nciise.

and Fig. 1.2(b) sirows one corrupted with uon-stationary irnpulsive noise. They were

sarnplecl at SkHz. All the above mentioned noise sllppressors can effectiveiy suppress

the white noise, but cannot, suppress the inrpulsive noise. because u prior infolnratic-rn

of irnpulsive noise can not be utilized. Hence. to slrppress the imprilsive nerise. it

rnrist be est:rblishecl a rroise srrppl'esstrr which does rrot recluire u 'pri,or infolrnati<-rn

of noise. Kaniirnrori et al. proposed an inrpulsive n<-rise suppressor basecl on a zer'o
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(a)

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
Time[1/8000 sec〕

0   10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
Time[1/8000 sec]

Figure l.2: Exanlples of speech signa1 111lxed wit,h wide― balld lloise:(a)speech corrupted

with white lloise,(b)speech cOrrupted wit,h illlpulsive noise

pliase (ZP) sigral whicli is defincd as tlte IDFT of a spcxrtral arnplitude ll8l. Ihe

ZP signal becornes an irnpulse signal when the specrtral arnplitude is flat, and the ZP

signal becornes a periodic signal when the spectral arnplitude has values onJy at equailv

spaced frequencies. They assumed that a speech signai is periodic. i.e", its spectral

amplitude has values only at equaliv spaced frequencies. As shown in [18], white noise

and inrpulsive noise can be rr:duced by processing the ZP signal only at the origin.

However. this rnethod is nclt applicable for other irnpulsive noises.

'lo suppress leal irnpulsive-tvpe noise which has a duration that is normally more

thatr one sanrple long, tire author extends the concept of rneth<-rci in [18] . Assuming lhat

a rroise spectral arnplitude is approxirnately flat, and a speech signal is perioclir: in a

short observation, we can suppress the noise by replacing the noisy ZP signal around the

origin with tlrc ZP sigrial in the second or latter period. After this replacement, taking

tlie DFT of the ZP sigrral gives the estirntrted speech spectral amplitude. The IDFT of

the estirnated speech spectrai anrplitude with the obser','ed spectral phase provicles the

est,irnated speech signal in tirne donain Linlike the method iu liE] . in the leplacement

technique, it has to be investigated about appropriate samples of the ZP signal used

fbr leplaceuient. In addition, a scaling functiorr is introduced in this tecrlurique fbr
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compensating a decay of ZP signal, where the decay is caused by segmenting and

windowing an observed signal. Sirnulation results show that the propcised niethod is

effective to suppress such irnpulsive noise sigrrals.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: in Chapter 2, a common single channel noise

suppression system is described and conventional stationarv and impulsive noise sup-

pression methods are reviewed. In Chapter 3, the proposed stationary noise suppressor

is explaincd in detail. Additionallv, sonle simirlation resrrlts are carried out to confirnr

thc effecrtiverress ol the propostrcl rnethod. hr Chaptcr 4, the proposed irnpulsive noisc

suppressor is described and its noise strppression capabilitv is evaluated. Chapter 5

concludes this thesis.
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2

Conventional Single Channel
Noise Suppressors

2.I General Noise Suppression System

In this section, we present an overi'iew of a general noise suppression svstem. As we will
see in Sections 3 and 4, this systern is a foundation of the proposed noise suppression

methods.

The general noise suppression system is shown in Fig. 2.1, where z(n) is an observed

noisy signal at time n, and it consists of a clean speech s(n) and an additional noise

d(n) given as

"r:(n,) : s(n) 1- d(n). (21)

The nOisy signalir(72)iS transfOrmed into fl・ equellcy domain by seglΥ lelltation and win―

dowing with a window負 lnctionわ (η ),Cg,Ha111lillg will(10w Tllc DFT co(lfll(:icll1 0f

the lloisy signal at fralne l and frequency binた is calculated v″ ith

A√ -1

χl(た)=Σ F(η +η )み 0`ブ 2π″た/Ⅳ,     (2勾
η=0

where Ⅳ (lenotes the DFT fl・ ame size The windOw is shifted by o salllples br the

computation Of the llext DFT The DFT coettciellt」 Y7(々 )alSO C01lSiさ ts Of speech and

noise partsi as given by

X7(々)= Sバた)十 Dバた),   ・ (23)
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Observed signal Estimated speech

"(2)
X(た ) S~(2)

(7(た )
Spectral Gain

Estimator

Figure 2.1: Gerreral spectral noise suppression system.

where S1(k) and D1(k) represent the DFT coefficients obtained from s(n) and d(rz). re-

spectivelv. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the noise supplessor calcrrlates a speech spectral gain

Gt(k) Various definitions of G7(k) have been proposed for suppressing stationary rroise

[11] [17], e.g., the spectral subtraction's spectral gain is G1ft):1- lr(,k)l/lXr(k)1,

where ir(k)l and lX;(i:)i denotes a'przori estimated noise spectral atrplitucie and noisy

speech spectral arnplitude. respectively. On the other hand, to ar:hieve inrpulsive noise

suppression. we have to estinrate the speech spectral gain G1 (k) withotit o, yt'ri,ori est,i-

nration of rr.oise spectral amplitucle. One rif the solutions is obtained irv rnapping the

observed signal into the ZP dornairr as we will see in the latter section. After calcrrlatirrg

Grft). the enhant:erl speech spcctrurn Si(k) is given by

島(た)= Gバ た
)」獅(た ) (2.4)

F'inally. we obtairr the errhanced speech s(n) in tinre donrain l-rv taking the II)F'I of
;.,
5l{ k) aud ovcllap-a,l,l



2.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Based on MAP Estimation

2.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Based on MAP Estima-
tion

In stationary noise suppression, most conventional systems require to estirnate a noise

variance )1(k) : EllDtG)121. where I ldenotes the spectral amplitude, and l-1.] is an

expectation operator. In addition to tr1(k), a priori SNR €/(li) and a po.slerriori SNR

11(k) for each DFT bin k are also required, where they are defined:rs

綱=愕瓢0=甲 (25)

By using these two SNRs. ntost speech spectral gains can be represented. e.g., [11,

[17] . For example, the N'INISE-STSA metirod, its solution is completely characterized

by.\1(k), €r(,k) and 11(k) (Appendix A.1). Whereas the a posteriori SNR 77(k) defined

in Eq.(2.5) can directly be computed, the a prio'rr SNR €,(k) have to be estirnated,

because {1(k) is given as an expected value. The a priori SNR estirnator {1(k) of {1(,k)

has been proposed by Ephrairn and Malah [11]. This estirnation method is called as

"decision-directed rnethod". arrd it is reoresented as

ξι(た)=α sη rξ′1(た )十 (1-α sηr)Flγι(た )-11,

where α,ηr is a forgetting factor and

(26)

刑={詐
y>0
else.

The rz prictri SNR has a high inrpact on the a,rnount of noise suppressiort. It is trsefirl

to a<ljrrst a lower Iimit {17., the a priori SNR according to

(27)

A general single channel stationary noise suppressor is shown in Fig. 2.2. where it

includes sonre detail parts to be required for calculating the speech spectral gain. Here,

we explain how to obtain the speech spectral gain G7(k) bv using the N{AP estirnation

[15] . We here ornit t]re subscripts. the frane index I and the frecluency iudr:x li. for

simplicitv. Let p(lSl) and p(15) denote the proba,bilitv densitv frurctions (PDFs) of

the speech spectrai amplitude and the pltase, respectively. Hele. /{ }.l*nt,tes the

spectrzri ptrtrse, p(X) clerrotes the PDF of the input DFT coefficieirt,, and p(lSl,lSlX)

鰍0={i》 総奪iPr
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χ(4)=S(4)+グ (4)

一observed signal

(speech+noise)

enhanced
speech

X′ (た )

DFT

二

ｅｓｔｉｍａｔｉ。ｎ

F(4) IDF丁
S′ (た )

enhanced
speech spectrum

Figure 2.2: Overview of single channel st,atiolary

Speech spectral gain

G′ (た )

Itoisg 5uttt.'tsirrtt s.r ilettr

is the corrditional speech PDFr. To obtain a N{AP estimate, we maximize the conditional

speech PDF given bv

P(ISI、 ∠SIX)∝ P(χ lSI,∠ S)P(SI:∠ S) (28)

The N{AP estinrator gives the speech spectral amplitude lSl that rnaxirnizes p(lSl,1SlX)

1 reDreseDted as

ISI=arg興●Xρ (XIISI:∠ S)ρ (ISI,∠ S) (29)
lsl

Note that we need to maxirnize ur,lv l(Xl lSl.lS)plsl.lS), since p(X) is independernt

of lsl. Here. it is assumecl that p(Xl lsl.lS) is Gaussiart given as [3]

1 ( lx-,qt2)
r{ Yllsl -S) : n)-""pi-T-i {2 1{r)

and that p(lSl) and p(lS) are statisticallv lnclepeudent. \,Ioreover. p(lSl) and p(lS)

are assurned to be

′(IS)=

P(∠ S)=

詰 事はP(」愕)
1

2π
'
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２

９
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A posteriori SNR
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2.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Based on MAP Estimation

where Γ()denOtes Camma fllnctiOn and,σ 3iS the variallce of the speech spectrul■ l

Tlle PDF P(SI)ShOWn in Eq_(2.11)haS beell proposed by Lotter and Vary(Appendix

A.2),and iS COmpletely characterized by podi℃ parameters μ and ν l司 SubStituting

Eqs.(211)and(212)into Eq(2.9),and S01ving it fcpr lSI:we have(see Appendix A.3)

ISI=G lχ l
(213)

with

G:u* (214)

(2.15)

Note that another MAP solution has also been derived under the sarne speech and noise

modeis in 13] (Appendix A.4). The parameter values are recommended by Lotter and

Vary as fixed at F : I.74and v : 0.126 [3]. When usilg the MAP nrethod, we have to

properly determine the parameters p and z in Eq.(2.11). The recommended parameters

are derived by using a large amount i-rf signals in speech segments as reported in [3] .

However, the derived speech PDF is also used for noise suppression in non-speech

segments. When the estimated speech PDF does trot agree with ttre actrral clne, it

results in low quality of the enhanced speech. It can be expected that the speech PDF

in non-speech scgnrcnts is riiffcrent from the one in speech segnrents.

Tsukarnoto et al. l5] have developed a method of adjusting the pararneters p. and

z irr the parauretric speech PDF according to whether the input signal is in a speech

segment or in a non-speech segnrent. Fig.2.3 shows the pararnetric speech PDF with

p: i3.2 and a" : I for different va,iues of u :0, 1, 2. This figrire shows that the peak of

p(,9) gets close to 0 as v approaches to 0. When u:0., p(S) is equal to an exponential

distribution defined a,s

l       μtl=,~面

ρ(S)=光 exp(― μ:1) (216)

On the other harid, as z gets larger. the peak goes apart from 0. \\rhen v : 2, it is

very r:lose to Rayleigh distribution which is defined as

11

鐸

eXp(―
露 )

ν(5)= (2`17)



2.CONVENTIONAL SINGLE CHANNEL NOISE SUPPRESSORS

3.5=― ――T~~~~~,一  ―  ¬― ~~~~~¬一―一― ―一 ―一――

「

一―― ―・|                                               |
p(S)|                                              |

31                              J

(―――Exponential distribution
(μ =3,2,ν =0.0)

(μ =3.2,ν =1.0)

― Rayleigh distr

2i ν三21｀ 0).、 、

Figure 2.3: Curves of the parametric PDF.

As reported in 15] , the actual speech PDF in speech segments carr be approximatecl by

Rayleigh distribution as shown in Fig. 2.4" i.e., the pararnetric PDF'with ir:3.2 and

u - 2. While in non-speech segments. the actual PDF is expiicitly expressed as a Delta

fitnction, liecatrse it does not, include speeqh component. Tsukamoto approxirnateci the

Delta function u'ith the exponential dist,ributiori. i.e.. the parametric speech PDI- with

l:3.2 and z: i). A simple adaptive rnethocl to change z has beerr <lerivecl in l5]. It

just smoothlv changes z ralue from 0 to 2 according to SNR. Fbr adaptivelv changirg

z, Tstrkamcito rrtihzed the inprrt powel'to the noise power ratio Bivell as

R(J)= Σ嵩
11XI(た

)2
(218)

Σ告レ′(々 )

n'here it trecotnes lalge in a speech segmerrt arrd srnall iu a tton-sper,.ch segrnent. The

一り
ん



2.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Based on MAP Estimation

Rayleigh distribution

(μ =3.2,ν =2.0)

s  3.5

Figure 2.4: Actual speech PDF.

adaptive parameter z1 is given as

(2.1鋤

(2.20)

where Eq. (2.19) has been derived in an empirical manner and the parameter z1 is

restricted to the range [0,2]. In non-speech segments, u, approaches to 0, i.e., the

speech PDF approaches to the Delta function. In speech segments, /, gets close to 2,

i.e., the speech PDF approaches to Rayleigh distribution. It results in a better noise

suppression especially during non-speech segments as reported in [5]. However, the

shape of the speech PDF in a speech segment may be incorrectly estimated, because the

shape parameters are determined from only two histograms which are made from speech

sigrrals in high and low SNRs, respectively. Specifically, the adaptive shape pararneters

simply connect such extreme speech PDFs without proper verification. In Chapter 3,

the approach in 15] will be sophisticated by evaluating many speech histograms, under

1
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2.CONVENTIONAL SINGLE CHANNEL NOISE SUPPRESSORS

the assurnption that two speech histograms are not enough for estimating the shape

parameters of the speech PDF.

H ,(k)

/′ (た )

Figure 2.5: Weighting function

lVe should note that uoise estimation also plavs an important role in stationary noise

.srrppression systems. As showt't in F-ig. 2.2, the SNR estinration blocks calculate a pri,ort

SNR €/(k) and. a posteriori SNR rl(k) for each DFT bin k. The SNR calcuiation needs

. an estimation of the noise variance )7(k). A uselul noise e.stimator can significantly

inrprcive the rrcise suppressicln capability. One of tl're rnost, useful noise est,irnators is

the weighted noise estimator [6] which exhibits better perfornrance tlrarr the nrethods

based on rninimurn stat,istics [8], [7] Since the stationary rroise suppressor propcisecl

irr Chapler 3 also requires a'beneficial rroise estimaltir, lhe weiglrteci noise estimat or is

enrployed for obtaining the rroise variance At(k) A brief procedure of it is as follows.

The noise variance is recursivelv updated by

βtt Iた )十は一β口(た )障7た)2: 〃てた)>0
λ′(た )= (2.21)

λl l(た ), ″7(た )=0

ィ

ー

ノ

ヽ

―

、

where 1/1(k) is the weight funclicu.r

rest,rictcd lo 0 { i3 < 1. The weiglrt

proportional to the estinrated SNR

as shown in Fig. 2.5, and a forgetting factor i is

coefficierrt is assigned so tliat it is alnrost inrrerselv

as follows:

14



2.3 Impulsive Noise Suppression Based on Zero Phase Signal

〃バた)=

1,   シ(た )≦ 0

-寺ラバた)+1,0<予ι(た )≦ θ2,

0,   θ2≦ ラllた )

潤 =1010810(悧
), 四

、vhere■ z is a constant to decide a slope of graph and θz is a threshold to elinlillate an

unreliableぅ :(た )lVe adjust θz=7 and γz=10 as shown in 151,161.

2.3 Impulsive Noise Suppression Based on Zero Phase

Signal

Irr a practical environment, there is impulsive noise which is generated from thunder.

clap, other bangs, and so on. Here, u'e u''ill briefly discuss about an impulsive rioise

suppression algorithm proposed by Kamamori et al. [18] . For simplicity, we ornit the

frame index l. -Ihe DFT coefficient of an observed signa,l r(n) can be expressed as

″0(a三 井燎区(Or´雫た,    (22→
た=0

where ρ is a certain constant Obviously,lχ (た )ρ Can be reprOduced fl・ om the DFT of

the ZP signal″ 0(■ )as

x(k) : lX1rll.rzxt'tt.

The ZP signal of :r(n), ers(n), is defined as

N-1

lX(k)l/': I rr,(n)" L#'
n-0

Since p: 1 is applopriated for noise suppression as shorvn in [18]"

applied throrrgh this t,hesis. Lr addition, we assunle that, r(n) is

In this c:rse, the ZP signal ir'0(n.) corn€r tcl real even signals.

(223)

(2.25)

the sal■ le value is also

a real vallled signal

15



2.CONVENT10NAL SINGLE CHANNEL NOISE SUPPRESSORS

Here, we show a few examples of the ZP signal. Let the spectral amplitude lx(k)l
be a constant o0 (> 0). Substituting lX(A)l : o0 into Eq. (2.2a) with p:1. we have

rs(n) : o{rd(n). (226)

where δ(η )denotes the Krorlecker's delta flinctiOn Eq(226)showS that the ZP signal

Of any flat spectral al■ lplitude is expressed as the delta inctiOn Next,let X(た )be
equally― spaced line―spectral pairs(ie.,″ (77)iS periOdic),where each fl・ equency interval

iSたc(0く たc<Ⅳ /2)That iS

where [.] <lerroles a floor function, and a,n is an anrplitude of the mtlt frequencv.

Substituting Ec1. Q.27) irrto Eq. (2.24) with p: I, we have

lryl
L2k. )-s-- ctm 2rmk,

r6(n) : L^cosJ-n (2.28)

Hence. the ZPsignal of a periodic .r]rlu b"".-es alsci a periodic signal whose periocl

is l//4". The ZP signal becontes an impulse signal when the spectral arnplitucle is fla.t,

and the ZP signal becomes tr periodic signal when the spectral arnplitude has values

only at equally spacecl frequencies.

Tlrese propert,ies of theZP signal are shown in Fig. 2.6 that a speech signal s(n) is

periodic and an additional impulsive noise d(n) has a flat spcctral anrplitrrcle. The ZP

signal of :r:(rr) : s(n) * d(n)'is appruxirtrately represented as

[轟 ]

IX(た)|=Σ 讐{δ (た mたc)+δ (た +mたc Ⅳ)}:

η =1

瓢 → 営
{記日 ,十

姉
&孔降i涎

,

いヽ)={輛
li“

m)}'[11、

e

(229)

where ss(n) and dg(n) are the ZP signal of s(rz) and d(rr). respectivelv" Sirrce s6(n)

is periodic signal. u'e have s0(0) : rnax{s6(n)} = ni3;{ro(n)}. where nrax{.} delotes

lhe operator to extract, the maxinntn r.ahre. Karnarnori et al. [18] ha.ve 1x<iposecl the

fbllou'ing irlpulsir.e noise srippression rcile in ZP clornain as

(227)

16
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2.3 Impulsive Noise Suppression Based on Zero Phase Signal

where nr :0. 1, ..., N - 1. The signal 3s(n) denotes the estimated speech ZP signal.

Tiren, the estimated speech spectral amplitude is cibtained as

N-l

ls(k)l :!s01,,;",Z#'

,(→ =井燎象01♂
∠XO´午た

A・=0

(2.31)

n-0

Taking the IDFT of lSt,k)l with the observed spectral phase gives the estimated speech

signal in time clornairr as

(2.32)

As shown in [18] , a white noise and an ilrpulsive noise can be reduced bv processing the

ZP signal only at the origin. However" this methocl is not applicable for other impulsive

noises. To suppress many kinds of impulsir.e noise, the concept of [18] is extended and

a new technique is proposed in Chapter 4.

IX(た

(a) constant spectral amplitude

IX(た )

(b) equallv spaced

Examples of zero phase signal: (a)

line spectra

constarrt. (b) equall]' spaced line spcctra

v-k" v i.

Figure 2.6:

ウ
‘
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3

Stationary Noise Suppression
tlsing Real-Speech PDF in
Various Narrow SNR Intervals

As discussed in Section 2.2, the shape parameters of the speech spectral amplitude

PDI-, p and rz, had been derived from a large amount of speech data in a single narrow

SNR, interval. However. in a practical situation, a speech signal includes both of ac-

tivity segments and pause segrnents. Since the value of the speech spectral ampiitude

is always zercl in the pause segments, its PDF can be modeled as an expected delta

function. On the other hand. in the activity speech segments, tire PDF of the speech

spectral aurplitude obeys other functions. As shown in Sectiorr 2.2. Isttkamoto et al.

15] liave noticed the fact and investigated an aclaptive method tci change the PDF of

the speech spr:ctral'arnplitude, accolding to the SNR. Thev have chosen Lotter's PDF

defined in Eq. (2.11) as the adaptive PDF, because its shape is easily controlled by z

aud 4. Here, the examples of Lott,er's PDF with differenl shape parameters are shown

in Fig. 3.1. It is nc.rtic:ed li'oru lhis figure t,hat the PDF carr fit the expouetrtial distri-

bution and t,he Rayleigh distribution bv adjusting the shape pararnetels. tltilizing real

speech histograms. Tsukarnoto el al. clerived adaptive shape parameters aud showed

its effectiveness throtigh the cornputer sinntlatiorrs. This basic idea is usefirl for speech

enhancement in a przrctical situation. Linfortrrnatelv. a reliairility of the clerived adap-

tive shape parameter is comparatively low. because it derived frorl orily two speech

lristograrns. To sophisticate Tsukamoto's acl:iptive sirape paraureter. tiris resealch has

19



3.STAT10NARY NOISE
IN VARIOUS NARROW

SUPPRESSION USING REAL― SPEECH PDF
SNR INTERVALS

′(ISI)

Figure 3.1: Speech PIfF firnction u'ith different sha,pe paraneters.

nlade and evaluated nlany real speech histograms irr valious n:ruow SNR iritervals. One

of the objective cif this research is to fit the speech histogranrs with trq. (2.11), and

revealed an interesting curve of the shape pararneters for narrow SNR intervals.

3.1 Derivation of Shape Parameter Function

Tlre speech PDF with shape parameter,s p and z has treen introduced in [3] which is

siven as

(31)

wl〕crc「 (),alld σ:(た )denote tlle Calllma ilnctioll,all(l tlle variance of the speech

specti｀ tlnl,respecti、′ely Tlle speech PDF sl)owll ill Eq(31)call l・ epresellt manv shapes

of PDF:e g i Super Gallssiall which is e11lpl()yed ill[31i Cal・ l11la ill 141:alsO Rayleigh ill

151 by cllallgillg its sha,pe parallleters The ol)jective is to llld tlle opti11lal vallles lclr

¨ =洗器 呻←珈 )

Exponentiof distribution

foyleigh distribution

20



3.1 Derivation of Shape Parameter l\nction

both pararneters that give the best fit of the speech PDF to the speech hist,ogram in

each SNR interval. The fitting can be perfbrmed by rninimizing the distance betrneerr

the histograms and the speech PIIF. To 6nd optimal fi.tting, the Kullback-Leibler (KL)

divergence [31] is employed which is theoretically considered the ciptimal method for

distarrce lrreasurelnelrt. Tlie KL iliver-senc:e is de{irred as:

where p1,(i) denotes the value of the speech histogram at int,erval i, and p"(i) is one

of the speech PDFs. A'6, is the nrunber of histograur bins. The clean speech signals

sampled at 8 kHz from the LDC database [32] are used to make histograms. The speech

signals are spoken by l0 male speakers and 10 female speakers with tcital lerrgtir around

11 nrinutes. Firstly, the spectral arnplitude data of speech signals are normalized over

frequency bins. Then, the a pri,ori SNR as a ratio of the speech signal to a stationary

rnicrophone noise is calculated which is generally occurred from the microphone and

recorded with the speech signals. The normalized spectral amplitude data will be

categorized into the a priori, SNR. After categorizing the spectral arnplitucle data, SNR-

specified histograms are created. Lastly, the author find the opt,irnal shape pararneters

that minimize the KL divergence between the histograrn and the speech PDF' in Eq.

(3.1). The sumrnary of the procedure of getting the optirnal shape pararneters is as

follows:

1. Obtaining nonnalized speech spectral arnplitude S7(k)

胤=瞥m島ゆh(器
),

σ3(0=寺 T{5(o s(oメ
:=0

・o=舟 T5(o,
′=0

、vhere■」is the llulllber of fralnes

2 Calculating α pγ
'oTt SNR Pl(た

)ldBI

(3.2)

(33)

Pl(た )= 101()g10ξ 7(々 )、

つ
ん

(34)



3.STAT10NARY NOISE
IN VARIOUS NARROW

SUPPRESS10N USING REAL― SPEECH PDF
SNR INTERVALS

ir(k) : or,r.W+(1 -^5,o)F[rr(k)- 1]'

(3 5)

where (,if) is an estimation of {1(k). oslf iS a f<rrgetting factor, and Fl] is the

half-wave rectifier given as

rr-r I u. y>uI lYl = 1 o. t-,the.ivise.

trq. (3.5) is "decision-directed rnethod" which is also explained in Section 2.2.

Here, we set asnl:0.98 trccording to [11]. Since the observed signal is a speech

signal from the corpus, it used Gr(k) :1 in Eq. (2.a) to obtain S1(k) The noise

variance,\1 (k) was estimated as the averaged value of lX(k)l in the first 6 fiarnes.

Categorizine Sr(k) into each SNR interval.

The author defined a narrow irrterval of 4(k) as any intet'val from 0 to 80 dB.

havirrg a 1 dB gap which is sufficiently narrow interval f3] , I4l , i.e., 0-1 ,l-2, .".,

79-80 dB.

'1. N{aking the histoppams.

The mrmber of bins as is adjusted to 3t) in an empirical rnanner to renrove jitters

from the histograurs (30 birrs were also selected in [3] and [5] for making speech

histrigrams).

5. Finding the optimal shape pararneters of trq. (A,13) based on KL divergence

nleaslll elnPllt.

To c,btairr the optimal shape parameters. the full search method is applied. The

full search rnethod scans p and z pararnetels that give rninimunr KL divergence

irr each SNR intenal. in the range 0.0 { p ! 20 and 0.0 < u ( 3 wjth 0.1 gap.

Evahration of the KL divergencer 0.0 5 Sr(k) S 3 0 that covers ttre rnain part of

the iristograrn [3].

Fig. 3.2 (a) ancl (b) show the ol-rtaincd optimal value of sliapc paranrctcrs. The fitting

tesr,ilts rrray irrclude flrtr:ttratir.'irs duc tcr tlrt'lirrritr:d atrtount e,f thc speech data. To

reclrrce the fluctua,lion, the arrthor useti the averaged values of fitting results. Since a

higher lirrearity could be firurrd by dividing the region irrtr.r several parts. e.g.. 19-33 tlB

つ
´

う
■



3.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Algorithm

Table 3.1: Shape pararreter funct,ions Rf'(/c) and R'i (k)

SNR range

ldB]

R,ι (た)=F[αOPl(た )十 ιOI R/(た )=FICoPl(た )十 dO]

α 0 α0

Pl(た )≦ 20

20<■ (た )≦ 33

33<Pl(た )≦ 49

49<Pl(た )≦ 65

65<Pl(た
)

-0087       3.50

0045        0.84

-0.079       4.90

-0.011       160

-0.074       560

0.060       _104

0060       _1.04

-0.035       2.11

0039       _156

0         100

and 33-50 dB, the linear least squares nrethod [33] is used to obtain a linear curve iri

each range. The results are also shown in Fig" 3.2 (a) and (b), where the solid lines

show the resrilts of the linea,r least square fitting. Table 3.1 shows Rf (k) and Ri(k) that

represent the derived Iinear curves. They are so called the shape paraureter furrctions.

Here. some examples of the speech histogram and the speech PDFs are shown.

Fig. 3.3 depicts the histogram of speech amplitude, whicli is obtained frorn the 19-2{-)

dB SNR inlervals. Fig. 3.3 also shows the conventional speech PDFs [3] 15] and the

proposed speech PDF with the derived shape parameter functions, respectively" The

conventional 13], [4], and the proposed speec]r PDFs give good fitting results, while the

speech PDF fiorn 15] is different from other methods in this SNR interval. Tci observe

fitting result in another ralrge, the speech histogrant and the speech PDFs in 49-50 dB

SNR interval in Fig. 3..1 are sho$'n. Here, it appears that the proposed pararneters

sct plovitles the bt:st fit firl specch histograrrr. 'l'liest: results support tlte assurnption

that the speet'h histograrrr has various shapes, ancl tlie fixed valrr.es of shape pararrreters

from the other conventiorral ntetitocls are no longer iipprcipriate

3.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Algorithm

In this section, an adaptive stationary noise sr4rpression algorithrn is proposed. The

proposed algorithrn is iiased on the derived shzrpe par-ameter functions sitown in Tnble

3.1. llsually, tite speech PDF in the present fi'arne cannot not be indepeuclerrt from one

in the previotrs frarne. Although the inst,antarreous variables R|(k) and Ri(k) exist,

rtsing these va,riable directly niight not agree u,itli real estimation. which ale dependent
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Figure 3.2: R.elation between shape paranret,ers and SNR intervals (a) p fol SNR (tr) z

for SNR.

llpon the present SNR only. For this reason" a forgetting factor to lrse an a\€raged value

of Rl(k) and Ri(k) is introduced. The proposed speech spectral gain is as fcrllows:

θバた)= じバた)十

40

(b)

α′■-1(た )+(1-α )R#(た )

αν′1(た )+(1-a)Rr(々 )

allた
)

μ:(た )

2ノ!(た )

(3.6)

(3つ

(38)

(3.9)

where r-v is the forgetting fact,or. and g,7(k) and z1 (k) are the adaptive shape pal'anre-

t,els= In the proposed nrethod, the arlditiona,l cornprrtatiorrs ale 5 urultiplications and

μ′(た )

2   4、
/′■ι(々 )で′(/i)]
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3.2 Stationary Noise Suppression Algorithm

ρ(ISI)

Figure 3.3: Speech histogram in 19-20 dB SNR interval and speech PDFs which are

Lotter's PDF [3] (dashed line), Andrianakis's PDF [ ] (dotted-dash line), Tsukamoto's

PDF [5] (dotted line), and proposed PDF (solid line).

5 additions in comparison to Lotter's method (2.14). In this research? the author puts

the initial values as po(k) :20 and vn(k):0 that implies Ps(k) : -190 dB, where it

is assumed that the a priori SNR in the first frame is extremely low. Here, sensitivity

of the forgetting factor is evaluated. For evaluation, the author uses SegSNR of the

enhanced speech. The SegSNR is defined as:

SegSNR : 10log1s /(l),

L-1

D"'QQ * ")n:0

(3"10)

ノ(J)= D-T

It"tto+n) - s(IQ+n)12
l=0

(3.11)

where/\,1 isthetotalframenumberof theinputsignal. Thefunctionf(l) islimitedby

-10 dB for Iower bound and 35 dB for upper bound. Input signals are noisy speech

【▼ん
同

１

一ν
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3.STAT10NARY NOISE SUPPRESSION USING REAL― SPEECH PDF
IN VARIOUS NARROW SNR INTERVALS

ρ(IS)

――‐ ′(ISI);Lotter's PDF

―・= ′(ISI):Andrianakis'sPDF

…・ ′(IS);TsukamOto'sPDF

―― ′(ISI);PropOSed PDF

Figure 3.4: Speech histogram in 49-50 dB SNR interval and speech PDFs which are

Lotter's PDF [3] (dashed line), Andrianakis's PDF [ ] (dotted-dash line), Tsukamoto's

PDF [5] (dotted line), and proposed PDF (solid line).

spoken by 2 male speakers and 2 female speakers which are corrupted by tunnel noise

. with SegSNR : 0. The enhanced speech output SegSNR is shown in Fig. 3.5. From

this figure, it shows that the output SegSNR slowly increases as value of c gets higher,

and it rapidly increases once value of o is higher than 0.9. It can be obtained from

the result that a:0.98.gave the highest SegSNR. In summary, the adaptive shape

parameters with proper forgetting factor contribute to improve estimation accuracy of

the speech PDF in the current frame.

The characteristic of the proposed stationary noise suppressor is further examined

by focusing the quantity of the spectral gain with respect to the a posteriori SNR 11 (k).

Firstly, roughly analyzing of the proposed spectral gain is proposed as follows:

1. When the a posteriorz SNR'yrr(k) becomes very large, the following approximation

from Eq. (3.6) can be made,

Gπ (ん)～  2鶴ι(た ).
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Output SegSNR [dB]

94

0.8 l
Forgetting Factor(a)

Figure 3.5: Evaluation of sensitivity for forgetting factor a.

As we can see from Fig. 3.2, the valrre of p1(k) approaches 0 when the SNR gets

higher. Then, u1(k) in Eq" (3.7) can be approximated by

嗽0～ :
(313)

By considering Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13), we can conclude that G'(k) = 1. This

result shows that the output signal is similar to the observed signal, and hence

the propgsed algorithrn can preserve the speech components in the high SNR

environment.

2. When fl(k) is lower than or close to 0 dB, a(k) is further reduced as shown in

Fig. 3.2. By applying a@) = 0, the approximation of Eq. (3.12) is obtained

again. From Eq. (3.7), we can say that, when the value of U&) increases, u1(k)

is decreased. This leads to a small Gt&). In this case, the noise components in

the low SNR. are strongly reduced"

Frorn above arralysis, it carr be ut-rticed that the effcctiveness cif tlie prclposed spcctral

gain in both high and low SNR, in other words, the proposed method is reasonable in

both speech and non-speech segments.
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Next, the property of the proposed spectral gain is analyzed by observing the theo-

retical gain curve. Fig. 3.6 (u), (b), (c) and (d) show the gain curves of Lotter's method

13], Andrianakis's method [4], Tsukamoto's rnethod [5] and the proposed method, re-

spectively. Here, the spectral gains are depicted for a pri:ori SNR { and the instan-

taneous value of (, ? - 1. We first fbcus on the effect of the spectral gains in high o

posteriori SNR { situation. As we can see from Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b) when SNR { is

higher than zero and 1 - 1 is lower than zero, the value of gain reaches to 1 steadily. It
means that the gain curves of methods [3] and 14] have less capability to remove existed

background noise in high SNR {. While in case of method [5] and the proposed gain

curves, in high a przori SNR € situation they show a good capability of noise removal

when low value of 1 - 1 persists. Then, we move on to the next observation. When

the a posteriorri SNR { is low and 'y - 1 is high, Fig. 3.6 (c) and (d) becomes relatively

small. It means that Tsukamoto's method [5] and the proposed spectral gain perform

better at suppressirrg the noise in low SNR situation and non-speech segments.

To confirm that the proposed method reduces background noise effectively, espe-

ciallv in a non-speech segment, we perform noise suppression simulations in next section.

In the simulation, the proposed method is compared with the conventional methods

[3], [4], and [5].

,3.3 Simulation

We carried out noise suppression sirnr.rlations to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed

stationary noise suppressor. All speech signals used in this section were taken from

ATR-Promotion datababe [21] and sampled at 8 kHz. In the noise suppression system,

we used a 50% overlapping frame with 256 samples at 8 kHz sampling frequency (i.e.,

L:256, Q:128). We set the forgetting factor a:0.98.

Firstly, wc cvaluate the efficierrcy of the prop<-rscd algorithrn whcn the sigrral corrtaius

mainly noise (i.e., non-speech segments). We performed noise suppression for the speech

signal corrupted by a tunnel noise with 0 dB of SNR, where the noise is recorded in a

tunnel on an expressway in Japan. Fig. 3.7 shciws the averaged amplitude frequencies

of the enhanced speech in the non-speech segments, i.e., it shows the residual rroise level.

The results obtained frorn Lotter's rnethod [3], Andrianakis's method ['1], Tsukamoto's

method [5] and the proposed rnethod are represented by the dash line, bold dotted
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(d) proposed method.

line, dotted line, and bold line, respectively. The thin solid line is the amplitude

of the observed signal. The result of the proposed algorithm exhibits further noise

suppression, as compa,red to the conventional methods. Result from Fig. 3.7 shows

that the proposed method can suppress background noise more than the conventional

methods, especially, 20 dB further reduced from the conventional method [4] in the

frequency range of 1.5 - 2.5 kHz.

Next, the output waveforms and spectrograms of the tunnel noise suppression results

are compared. Fig. 3.8 shows the results, where the lefb hand side shows the waveforms

and the right hand side shows the corresponding spectrograms. In Fig. 3.8, (a) shows

ギ予

ヽ
マ

′`, _15
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the observed signal, (b)-(") show the noise suppression results by Lotter's methods

[3], Andrianakis's method [4], Tsukamoto's rnethod [5], and the proposed method,

respectively. From the spectrogram of Fig. 3.8(b), we can observe many spurious

spectral peaks which are perceived as a musical noise (e.g. around 3.5 sec). Moreover,

we can confirm fiom the waveforms that the residual noise level of (b) is higher than

other resuits. This result agrees with the fact that Lotter's method gives the smallest

zero gain area of the gain curve in comparison to the other method as shown in Fig 3.6.

On the other hand, we see from Fig. 3.8(c) that Andrianakis's method tends to remove

speech spectral components especially in a low SNR, although the noise suppression

capability is superior to (b). This result also agrees with the fact that its spectral gain

cannot increase in a low { when 7 - 1 becomes large (see Fig. 3.6(b)). Hence, we

can expect that the proposed rnethod or Tsukamoto's method is appropriate for noise

suppression in comparison to the other methods.

Then, the noise suppression capability of the the proposed method by the SegSNR is

evaluated. Since the difference between the proposed method and [5] (or [3]) is just the

speech PDF used for calculating the spectral gain, the change of the SegSNR is caused

by the speech PDF sophistication of the proposed method. Twenty sentences of clean

.speech spoken by 5 male speakers and 5 female speakers were corrupted bv white, babble

and tunnel noise. To avoid the misuse of experimental data, those twenty sentences

. fiom all speakers are totally different from the speech used for making histograrn in

Section 3.1. The white and babble noise wele taken from the NOISEX-92 database

[35] and added to the clean speech with different input SegSNRs, i.e., 0, 5, and 10

dB. Table 3.2 shows the results of the SegSNR for the proposed and conventional

algorithrns, where the results by the traditional spectral subtraction method [2] is also

shown. We see from Tabie 3"2 that, for each condition, the proposed method gave the

best results in comparison to the other methods. For the white noise suppression with

Input SegSNR : 0 dB, noise suppression capabilities of the conventional methods [2]

and 13] were comparatively low. where they did not employ an adaptive speech PDF. On

the other hand, the adaptive speech PDF rnethods [ ], [5], and the proposed method are

superior to i2] and [3], especiaily. the proposed method attained 6 dB of the SegSNR.

For the tunnei noise suppression with Input SegSNR : 0 dB, the proposed method

has attained 9.2 dB of the SegSNR, while Tsukamoto's method [5] has improved 7.4

dB. It implies that the proposed sophistication method irnproved the noise suppression
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represents noise signal, dash line represents output of Lotter's method [3], bold dotted line

represents output of Andrianakis's method [4], dotted iine represents output of Tsukamoto's

method [5], bold line represents output of the proposed algorithm.

capability of the approach in [5]. Although the babble noise suppression capabilities of

the adaptive speech PDF methods were comparatively low, the proposed method was

slightly superior to [ ] and [5]. In this chapter, the variable speech PDP has been

derived from real-speech histograms in various narrow SNR intervals, and utilized it
in a MAP noise suppressor. The variable speech PDF adaptively changes according

to the a pr'iori'SNR. From spectrograms of the simulation results, we were able to

confirm that the proposed method reduces noise effectively, especially in the non-speech

segments. Other evaluation results have shown that the proposed method improved

SegSNR around 6 and 9 dB when the input speech signal was corrupted by white and

tunnel noises at 0 dB, respectively.

In the next chapter, an impulsive noise suppressor will be described, whiie the

proposed and the conventional stationary noise suppressors are impractical for the

impulsive noise.
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Table 3.2: Evaluation results of SeeSNR.

Noise Input
SegSNR

Output SegSNR [dB]
Spectral    Lotter's Andrianakis's TsukamotO's Proposed

3ubtraction 121 methOd i31 methOd i41 methOd 151 MethOd

ヽヽrhite 0

5

10

1.4          2.5         4.3          49        6.0

5.5          6.2         6.5          8.0         8.6

9.1           9.9         9.0          11.0        11 1

Iunnel 0

5

10

0.8        3.4       9.1        74      9.2

47          72        105         10.8       12.0

8.4          10.6        12.5         13.3        14.0

Babble 0

5

10

0.6          1.4         3.0          2.5         3.3

4.3          55         6.7          6.4         71

8.0          95        10.2         10.2       107
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4

Impulsive Noise S,rppression
LJsing Zero Phase Signal
Replacement Technique

In this chapter, an impulsive noise suppression scheme is derived in a frame work of

spectral gain approaches. To obtain an appropriate spectral gain, the proposed method

utilizes a zero phase (ZP) signal which is defined as the IDFT of a spectral amplitucle

[18] Tlne ZP signal becomes an impulse signal when the spectral amplitude is flat,

and the ZP signal becomes a periodic signal when the spectral amplitude has values

only at equaily spaced frequencies. As shown in [18], a white noise and an impulsive

noise can be reduced by processing the ZP signal only at the origin. However, this

method is not applicable for other noises. To suppress real impulsive-type noise which

has a duration that is normally more than one sample long, we extend the concept of

l18l . This rt'search assunr€r that a noise specrtral arnplitude is approxiurately fl:r,t, arrd

a speech signal is periodic in a short observation. Then, we can suppress the noise

by replacing the noisy ZP signal around the origin with the ZP signal in the second

or latter period. Unlike 118], in the replacement technique, it has to be investigated

about an appropriate ZP samples used for replacement. In addition, a scaling function

is introduced in this technique for compensating a decay of ZP signal, where the decav

is caused by segmenting and windowing an observed signal.
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4.t Zero Phase Signal of Noise Signals

As the same manner of conventional noise suppression methods [11]-[17], it is also

assumed that the spectral phase of the estimated speech signal is equal to that of the

observed signal, i.e., lS@) : /X(k).It means that

ro(n) : s6(n) + do@), (4 1)

where s6(n) and ds(n) are the ZP signals of s(n) and d(n), respectively. Under the

assumption, we derive a wide-band noise suppression system which can suppress both

of stationary and non-stationary wide-band noises, without a priori estimation of noise

spectral amplitudes.

Firstly, a speech signal s(n) in a short observation is modeled as a HNM (Harmonic

pius Noise Model) [19], 120] given by

s。 =Tαmc∝ 9π ttmη
十切十εO,

m=1

(4.2)

where k"/N is the normalized fundamental frequency, and cr- and 0^ are the arnplitude

and the phase of the mth harmonic frequency respectively. The signal e(n) is a noise

signal generated by passing a white noise through an all-pole filter [20] . Here, we assume

that the energy of e(n) in an observation frame is sufficiently small in comparison to one

of the harmonic part. This Assunrptiorr is appropriate for a voiced speech, but it is not

appropriate for an unvoiced speech. Aithough this assumption may give a degradation

to an enhanced speech, the degradation is not fatal. Because, voiced speech energy is

usualiy much greater than unvoiced one.

Next, the properties of practical noise and speech signals in the ZP domain are

shown. The ZP signals of some practical wide-band noises and a female speech signal

are plotted in Fig. 4.1, where (a) shows a tunnel noise, (b) shows a notor noise, (c)

shows a babble noise, (d) shows a clap noise, (e) and (f) show voiced and rrnvoiced

speech signals, respectively. Here, all the signals were sampled at 8kHz arrd l{ :256"
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We see from Figs. a.1(a) (d) that the energy of all wide-band noises is concentrated

around time 0 in the ZP domain" Hence, if we remove the ZP signal around the origin,

then the noise is greatly reduced. On the other hand, from Fig. 4.1(e), we see that the

voiced speech becomes a periodic signal with amplitude attenuation in the ZP domain.

This attenuation arises due to the window function. Since the window function is

known, we can compensate the attenuation. We also see frorn Fig. 4.1(e) that the

effect of e (n) is extremely low for the voiced speech. On the other hand, the ZP signal

of the unvoiced speech shown in Fig. a.1(f) is similar to that of the noises. As shown in

Figs. 4.1(e) and (f), the energy of the unvoiced speech is less than the voiced one. ln
this research, we concentrate on extracting the voiced speech rather than the unvoiced

one.

4.2 Impulsive Noise Suppression Algorithm

Ttre noise ZP signal has nonzero values mainly around origin. Hence, we assume that

the noise ZP signal d6(n) at ("> L) is sufficiently small for zs(n). Then we have

χo(η )π

″o(2)=
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(4.3)

(4.4)

When the pitch period of the speech ZP signal, T : Nlk", is greater than .L. we can

estimate ? as the time index of the second peak of r6(n) as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since

the observed ZP signal 16(n) in ? < n <.4/ + t does not include the noise components,

we obtain the estimated speech ZP signal .66(n) by the following replacement.

(4.5)

where sc(n) is a scaling function to compensate the envelope attenuation of the speech

ZP signal. It is obtained as the reciprocal function of the window for signal segrnen-

tation. When we use the hanning window, the scaling function sc(n) is given as (see

Appendix A.5)
2n

r -f cos;n
D\\rrl: ,-

1+cosr(nrT)
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1

0.5
0

-0,5
-1,

Figure 4.22 T obtained from second peak of ZP signal.

Estimated speech

Figure 4.3: Proposed wide-band noise suppression system using zero phase signal

Comparing Eq. (2.30) and (4.5), we see that the novelty of the proposed method is to

extend the replacement samples from one to .L, and to introduce the scaling function

sc(n). After the replacement (4.5), the DFT of 36(n) gives the estimated speech

spectral amplitude 1.9(k)1. Finaily, taking the IDFT of ls(k)leitx(ft). we have the

estimated speech signal 3(n) in time domain.

Fig. 4.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed wide-band noise suppression

system, where the spectral gain is given as G(k) : ls(k)lllx(k)1. Here, this system

requires the additional DFT and IDFT to achieve stationary and non-stationarv wide-

band noise suppression without a priori estimation of noise spectral amplitudes. The

most important paratneters in bhe proposed method are the pitch period ? and the re-

ｄ
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６ ４

ｎ

Observed signal

IX(た )| IS(ん )|

ro@)

IS(た )1/IX(た )|

Replacement of
zero phase signal
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Figure 4.4: Practical wide-band noise suppression results for various L with lnput SNR:
OdB.

placement size.t shown in (a.5). In the next section, we investigate about an estirnation

method of them.

We first describe about an estimation rnethod of the pitch period 7, and then derive

an appropriate replacement size .L in an empirical manner.

From the definition (2"24), we see that any ZP signal takes the maximum value

at the origin. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4.2, a voiced speech provides a

periodic ZP signal with amplitude attenuation. Hence, as we stated in the previous

section, the index of the second peak in the speech ZP signal gives T. As reported

in 122), an averaged pitch period of male speakers is about 8ms, and that of female

speakers is about 4ms. Hence, an computationally efficient peak search method can be

established by restricting the search range. The pitch period 7'is given as

r=ar乳
電製iH{π

O(η )}, (4.7)

where, t; is the lowest index nurnber of the search range, and f,g is the highest one.

Next, we choose the replacernent size 1, in an empirical manner. For various l,.

we performed wide-band noise suppression simulations, and evaluated its capabilitv by

using
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InputSNR :
Σ s2ぃ )

10b雛0距 ,

Σ 
α2儘 )

η=O llf_1

Σ s2し )

OutputSNR = 10 1og10 η=0
(4.9)

Σ {6。 )一 Sし)}2
π=0

where ,4,1 is the number of samples. The results for the four practical noises with Input

SNR of OdB are shown in Fig. 4.4. We see fiom this figure that the proposed method

is effective for wide-band noise suppression, especially suppressing the non-stationary

clap noise. Although the respective maximum Output SNRs gave different values of ,L,

all they were less than 10. Hence, we employ L: I0 as an appropriate value.

In the next section, we perform other noise suppression sinrulations to confirm the

cffcctivt:ness of the proposcd nrethod with ,L : 10.

4.3 Simulation

We evaluate the capability of the proposed method in further detail. The speech signals

used in the simulatioirs were taken from ATR-promotion database [2t]. All signals used

in simulations were sampled at 8kHz. We put l/ : 256 and tr : 10, and used the

Hanning window for signal segmentation. We put t; : 16 and tn:64 that implies

the pitch search range from 2ms to 8ms. The proposed method was compared with

some conventional methods.

Firstly, we perforrned the noise suppression simulations for input SNR of 0dB,

where we used artificially generated white and impulsive noises. In the simulations, we

compared the proposed method with the most traditional spectral subtraction method

121.
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Figure 4.5: Results of white noise suppression: (a) ciean speech signal, (b) speech sig-

nal corrupted by white noise (SNR:O"0dB). (c) the estimated speech by the spectral

subtraction method (SNR:7.0dB), (d) the estimated speech by the proposed method

(SNR:6.8dB).
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The waveforms of the white noise suppression results are shown in Figs. a.5(a)-

(d), where (a) shows the clean speech signal, (b) shows the speech signal corrupted bv

the white noise with the input SNR of 0.0dB, (c) shows the estimated speech signal

obtained by the spectral subtraction method, where the output SNR was 7.0dB, and (d)

shows the estimated speech signal obtained by the proposed method, where the output

SNR was 6.8dB. From these results, we see that the proposed method can suppress the

stationary wide-band noise, without a prior estimation of noise spectral amplitrrdes.

For the impulsive noise suppression simulation, we imposed the condition that amount

of irnpulse per block-segment is one or zero on this simulation.

The results are summarized in Figs. 4.6(a)-(d), where (a) shows the clean speech

signal, (b) shows the speech signal corrupted by the impulsive noise with the input SNR

of 0.0dB, (c) shows the estimated speech signal by the spectral subtraction method,

where the output SNR was -0.1dB, and (d) shows the estimated speech signal by the

proposed method, where the output SNR was 13"3dB. From these results, we see that

the proposed method can suppress the non-stationary impulsive noise with the same

procedure of stationary wide-band noise suppression. The spectral subtraction method

cannot suppress such non-stationary wide-band noise.

Next, we carried out noise suppression simulatious for 8 kinds of wide-band noises

with different input SNRs. For the stationary wide-band noises, we used a white noise,

tunnel noise, motor noise, and babble noise. On the other hand, impulsive noise, clap

noise, white mixed with impulsive noise, and train noise were used as non-stationary

wide-band noises. Here, the motor and babble noises were obtained from a SPIB

database 123], train noise was obtained from a noise database distributed from Sunrise

Music inc. [24], and clap and lunnel noises were practically recorded by the authors.

The speech signals are spoken by 10 male and 10 female from ATR-promotion database

[21]. For evaluating noise suppression capability, we used the Output SNR as a time

domain criterion and Itakura-Saito Distance (ISD) [22] as a frequency domain criterion.

The ISD is defitred as

ISD = (4.10)

where J is the nurnber of frames, and .f (k,7) and S(k, j) ave ktn bin of spectral envelopes

in the jth frarne obtained by the maximum likelihood estim.ation. The spectlal envelope
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f (k. j) is given as [22]

ノ(た ,プ)= P            '

1+2ΣスをcoSOT腕 /Ⅳ )

(4.11)

t=1

P― に|

A,=Σ αmαm十日,

m=0
(412)

where α222(972=1, 2, …., P)is the mth linear predictor coemciellt fOr tlle speecll

sigllal s(η )in theプ
th fl・ ame.P denotes the order of ihe linear predictor,and σ

tt is

the variance of the residual error The same procedure for the estimated speech 3(2)

gives the other spectral envelope θ(た ,プ ). For all of the follo、 ving sirllulatiOn results,

we compared the proposed method with the spectral subtraction(SS)[21,a variable

Maximum a Posteriori estimation method(VMAP)[51,and the conventional ZP signal

method(CZPS)118].Here,VMAP is a recently proposed spectral gain method and

CZPS is a nOise suppression method utilizing the ZI》 signal only at the origin.

Table 4.l and Figs.47(a)一 (h)ShOW the output SNR of the wide― band noise sup―

pression results We see fl・ Onl the results fclr the stationary wide― band noise sho、 vn in

Figs. 47(a)― (d)that the noise suppression capability of the prOposed rl■ ethod is allnOst

the same or slightly low in cOmparison to ones of SS andヽ ″MAP methOds、 vhich require

the prior estilnation Of the noise spectral amplitude. On the Other hand, CZPS and

the prOposed method dO not require any prior estilnation of the noise spectral ampli_

tude ln the stationary practical noise cases(Figs. 4.7(b)― (d)),the proposed methOd

is superior to the CZPS・ This improvement is caused by removing the noise ZP sig_

nal dO(絶 )(1≦ η≦ L)WhiCh cannot be reduced by the CZPS methOd.Note that the

capability of the proposed method exactly reaches to ones of SS orヽ ″NlAP when we

utilize the prior estilnation of the noise spectral amplitude  On the other hand, fOr

non― stationary wide― band noises(Figs. 4,7(e)―(h)),the noise suppression capability of

the proposed method and CZPS are superior to SS and Vヽ IAP ヽヽrhen the input SNR

was OdB in clap noise situation, the proposed method imprOved the SNR to 13.5dB

which is 7dB higher than the result of the CZPS.Table 4.2 and Figs.4.8(a)(h)ShOW

the ISD of the silnulation results,、 vhere it expresses speech spectral enve10pe distortion.

Note that the lower value ofISD is better than the higher one.lVe see fl・ om Fig.4.8(a)

that SS, CZPS and the proposed method gave alll■ ost the same results frlr the M/hite

１

一Ⅳ

σ子
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Figure 4.7: Output SNR of noise suppression results

noise. We also notice from Figs. 4.8(b)-(d) that the proposed method can improve

noise suppression capability in comparison to the CZPS. On the other hand, the pro-

posed method significantly improve noise suppression capability fbr the non-stationary

wide-band noise. As shown in Figs. 4.8(e)-(f), ISD results from the proposed method

gave the lowest value among other ones. The proposed method also gave comparatively

low ISD results for the white and impulsive noise and the train noise as shown in Figs.

a.8(g)- (h)"

After that, we evaluated speech qualitv by the formal listening test. The speech

quality was rated by a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). \Ve average those scores obtained

from 15 listeners as the mean opinion score (MOS). Table 4.3 and Fig. .1.9 show NIOS

results for the four methods under lhe tunnel and clap noise conditions. In the tunnel

noise case, the proposed method gave a better result than ones from SS and CZPS.

While VNIAP gave a high speech quality result in the tunnei noise case, it gave the
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Figure 4.8: ISD of noise suppression results

Iowest one in the clap noise case. We can see from Fig. 4.9 that the proposed method

gave the best speech qualitv result in the clap noise case. In Table 4.3, it also shows

standard deviation of the listening test results where the proposed method gave the

smaliest deviation among the others.

Finally, we evaluated the pitch estimation accuracy since it is one of the irnportant

factors for the proposed method. The pitch estimation performance is evaluated bv

Gross Pitch Error (GPE) which is given as [2S]

GPE =
NFOE

(4.13)
Ⅳ l′

'

where //v is the number of total frames considered as voiced speech segment. The

value of ly'pss is the number of liarnes that satisfies

F0estimated
-11 > γ%,

工

ヽ
ム
ヽ
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、
Ｌ
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4.INIIPULSIVE NOISE SUPPRESSION USING ZERO PHASE SIGNAL
REPLACEMENT TECHNIQUE

where 7 is a threshold which is set to 10 in this research. F0estimated denotes the

estimated pitch frequency obtained by the proposed method, and F0rs6...r"" denotes

the true pitch frequency, where we obtained F0r"fu."o"" by the discrete-time Fourier

transform (DTFT) with 1 Hz gap. In this GPE evaluation, we also used speech data

spoken by 10 male and 10 fernale from [21]. To evaluate GPE, we added 8 kinds of

noises at different input SNRs. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.10(a) and (b). We can

see from Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) that GPE decreases when SNR gets higher in ali simulated

situations. As shown in Fig. 4.10(a), when speech is cormpted by the stationary noises

at 0dB, GPE varies between 0.15 to 0.35. On the other hand, when the speech is

corrupted by non-stationary clap noise, we can get GPE values less than 0"15 even if
SNR is extremely low. It means that the proposed method is effective especially for

stationary noises in high SNR situations, and for impulsive noises in any SNR situation.

In this chapter, we have proposed a wide-band noise suppression rnethod based

on the ZP signal replacement. 'Ihe noise suppression is achieved by replacing the

observed ZP signal around the origin with the ZP signal in the second period. The

proposed method does not require a prior estimation of noise spectral amplitudes,

and can suppress not only stationary wide-band noises but also non-stationary wide-

band noises. Many simulation results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed

noise suppression method. The stationary wide-band noise suppression capability of

the proposed method is almost the same or slightly low in comparison to the spectral

subtraction method and the variable MAP method which require a priori estimation of

noise spectral amplitudes. The most advantage of the proposed method is that it can

provide a high noise suppression performance for non-stationary wide-band noises. In

the clap noise suppression, the proposed method attained the output SNR of 13.5dB

when the input SNR was 0dB. The effectiveness of the proposed method fbr the other

wide-band noises was also confirmed. Future works include to derive an extraction

method of unvoiced soeech in the ZP domain.
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Table 4.1": Output SNR of wide band noise suppression results idBl

I{oise

System

‐10 0 1dBl 0.0 ldBI

W Tn M B W Tn M B

SS図 -2.0 -1.8 -3.2 -4.2 6.9 6.5 5.6 4.7

VMAP卜
]

0.4 -3.0 -5.2 -7.1 9.4 ″
ｒ 60 4.8

CZPS 1181 -2.0 -6.3 ―-6.7 ―-8.3 7.2 3.5 ０
０ 16

Proposed method -2.4 -3.9 -4.5 ―-4.9 6.3 5.1 4.5 4.1

Noise

System

10.0 dBI

W Tn M B

SS図 15.3 14.5 14.1 13.3

VMAP卜
]

13.6 12.4 12.2 12.1

CZPS i18] 14.6 12.5 120 109

Proposed method 124 118 11.4 11.1

te motor noise R : ha.hhle noise

Noise

System

-10.O ldB] 0.0[dBl

C ヽヽ/1
Tl・ C ヽヽrI Tl・

SS図 -9.9 -99 -5.1 -5.2 0.1 0.1 4.5 4.0

VMAP b] -9.8 -9.9 -5.3 -6.4 04 0.1 6.3 5.4

CZPS[18] 101 -3.6 -01 -6.2 13.3 6.1 8.6 3.5

Prooosed method 9.0 9.4 -0.5 -4.2 11.7 13.5 7.6 4.7

Noise

System

10.0 dBI

ulsive noise Tr : train

I C 1ヽ″I Tr

SS図 10.2 10.1 137 130

VMAP bl 11.9 10.4 13.9 12.4

CZPS [1司 16.8 14.4 15.2 12.4

Proposed method 14.0 14.7 12.9 11.5

W

nolse
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4.3 Sillnulation

Table 4.2: ISD of wide band noise suppression results (r 104)

I : impulsive noise C : clap noise WI : white and impulsive noise Tr : train

noise

Noise

System

-10.O ldBl 0・ 0[dBl

W Tn M B W Tn M B

SS 121 40.1 36.8 32.8 50.2 4.0 3.7 3.3 5.0

VMAPレ
]

31.0 30.7 24.8 26.6 3.1 3.0 2.5 2.7

CZPS [1司 44.8 130.5 107.6 185.1 4.5 13.1 10.7 18.5

Prooosed method 477 66.6 585 81.0 48 6.6 5.8 8.1

Noise

System

10 0 1dB]

W Tn M B

SS図 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5

VMAP bl 0.3 0.3 つ
４

ｎ
υ 0.3

CZPS 1181 0.4 1.3 1.8

Proposed method 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.8

Noise

System

-10.0 ldB 0.0 dBI

I C ⅥrI
TI・ I C ヽヽ「I Tl・

SS 121 247.2 297.2 81.7 59.4 24.7 297 8.2 5.9

VMAP bl 247.1 2970 50.5 39.2 24.8 29,7 5.4 4.4

CZPS 118] 0.0 68.7 26.8 104.7 00 6.9 2.7 10.5

Proposed method 0.0 け
‘ 29.1 57.6 0.0 0.2 2.9 5.7

'Noise

System

10.0 dB

C WI Tl・

SS図 25 2.9 0.8 0.6

VMAP bl 2.6 3.0 07 0.6

CZPS 118] 0.0 0.7 0.3

Proposed method 0.0 0.02 0.3 0.6
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Table 4.3: Formal listening results of tunnel and clap noise suppression at OdB

Noise suppression

system

Tunnel noise CIap noise

Standard

MOS deviation

Standard

MOS deviation

SS

VMAP
CZPS
Proposed method

3.20     0.86

4.40     0.83

3.00     1.13

346     074

2.60    0.91

2.06     070

347    0.83

4.20     0.56
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5

Conclusion

This thesis has described about single channel noise suppression based on speech and

noise spectral models. This thesis cc,rnsisted of two main parts. The frrst part has

described about stationary noise suppression and the second part has described about

impuisive noise suppression.

In Chapter 3, the author has proposed a stationary noise suppression algorithm

using Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation with a speech spectral amplitude prob-

ability density function (speech PDF). The estimated speech spectrum is given as a

MAP solution which is obtained from the speech PDF. The speech PDF is hence the

most important factor in this research. Since, the speech property can be considered

as a time-variant function, the author assumed that the speech PDF changes according

to SNR. Under this assumption, the author proposed adaptive shape parameters which

were derived from rea|-speech PDFs in various narrow SNR intervals. The proposed

adaptive shape par'ameters can pursue the change of the speech property, and give an

appropriate MAP solution which is identical to the estimated speech spectrum. The

effectiveness of the proposed method was examined and compared to the conventional

algorithms. The simulation results have shown that the proposed method improved

segmental SNR around 6 and 9 dB when the input speech signal was corrupted by

white and tunnel noise signals at input SNR of 0 dB, respectively.

In Chapter 4, an impulsive noise suppression method has been investigated. This

rnethod utilizes a zero phase (ZP) signal which is defined as the IDFT of a spectral

amplitude. In the impd.sive noise suppression research, it was assumed that a speech

signal has periodicity in a short observation, i.e., its spectral amplitude has values at

０
０

民
υ



5.CONCLUSION

equally spaced frequencies. In this case, the corresponding ZP signal becomes also

periodic. On the other hand, it was assumed that a noise spectral amplitude is approx-

imately flat. In this case, its ZP signal takes nonzero values only around the origin.

Actually, real impulsive-type noise has such property as shown in Section 4.1. Under

these assumptions, the ZP signal of a speech signal embedded in impulsive noise in

an analysis frame becomes a periodic signal except around the origin. The author has

proposed the ZP signal replacement method which replaces lhe ZP signal around the

origin with the ZP signal in the second or latter period. Then, speech ZP signal can

be estimated. Taking DFT of it gives the estimated speech spectral amplitude. The

IDFT of the estimated speech spectral amplitude with the observed spectral phase pro-

vides the estimated speech signal in time domain. The major advantage of this method

is that it can suppress impulsive noise without a prior estimation of the noise spec-

tral amplitude, while it is indispensable in most stationary noise suppression methods.

Moreover, it has been shown that the proposed impulsive noise suppressor can also

be available to suppress stationary wide-band noise. Simulation results showed that

the proposed noise suppressor improved the SNR more than 5dB for stationary tunnel

noise and 13dB for impulsive clap noise in a low SNR environment.

Reverberation of signals often exists in practical situations, and it degrades speech

qublity. H<-iwever, suppression techniques of the reverberation have n<-rt been discussed

in this thesis. Hence, suppressing the reverberation should be the future work in this

study. In addition, speech spectral models discussed in this thesis are comparatively

sirnple yet. In the future work, the author would like to more sophisticate these speech

spectral models to improve speech qualitv of extracted signals.
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Appendix A

Derivations

A.l Derivation of MR/1SE― STSA

The MMSE-STSA method is derived by minimizing a conditional mean square value

of the short time spectral amplitude. The cost function to be minimized is given by

Jrtrltsa =

- s I* .e.p(slX)dsＳ^＋
　
　
お

‐
ｊ

疇
　

閣

ｘ
　
区

　

６

刺
曲
か

呻
だ
た
や (A.1)

where p(SlX) denotes the conditional PDF of S. The estimated speech spectrum which

minimizes A4Hrse is given as

s",'.u : l:sp(slx)ds 
: E[slx]. (A.2)

As shown in 1151,when We assume p(S)and P(D)aS Caliss fllnctions,(A2)produCes

theヽViener llter again. On the other hand,Ephrainl and NIala,h cOnsidered the PDFs

of the speech spectral amplitude and phase,1.e,ρ (S)and P(∠ S)They assullled that

P(SI)and P(∠ S)as the Rayleigh distriblition and the uniforlll distribution,respect市 ely

pq They assumed P(D)asthe Ga,uss fllnctioll,where the nOise ttriance σ:iS assumed
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where P(XlS) is corresponding to p(D). Assuming p(S) : p(lSl)p(lS), we can calcu-

late (A.2) by using the relation p(SlX) : p(XlS)p( S) lpV). After tedious and complex

computations, the spectral gain is given as [11]

tO split equally intO real and imaginary parts These PDFs are expressed as

ズ同)=響 exp{呼
},

ρに0=ちπ,

メχ10=島 exp{乳ダ},

GMMSE=lFll)1/2 eXp(ザ
)

X lll十 りお0+崎 C)],
where rt()is thc ll10dined Bcssel f■ lllcti01l of orderじ ,and

υ=義%γ =琴・

ロロ)=写∝p{早
},

f2r
p(lsl) : / lsl p(1.91 cos d) p(lsl sin Q)dQ,

Jo

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A6)

(A7)

Here,7 is called as the a posteriori SNR. As shown in [11], the optimal spectral phase

in the sense of MMSE-STSA is identical to the observed one. Hence, Gr,rMsB is also a

reai value.

4.2 Derivation of Spectral Amplitude Model

In the following, a simple statistical model for the speech spectral amplitude will be

presented, which is closer to the real distribrrtion than the commonly applied Gaus-

sian model. Considering noise, the Gaussian assumption holds due to comparably low

correlation in the analysis frame. Assuming statistical independence of real and imag-

inary parts, the PDF of the noise amplitude lD,(k)l can easily be found as Rayleigh

distributed by polar integration [30],

(A8)

The real and imaginary part of the Fourier coefficient,s can be considered statisticaily

independent with high accuracy. Then, p(lSl) can in general be calculated by
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A.3 Derivation of Speech Spectral Gain (2.14)

Considering Gaussian components, the rotational invariance greatly facilitates the polar

integration. Similar to Eq.(A.8) the amplitude is Rayleigh distributed:

(A.10)

Apparerrtiy, the slope of tire Garmna arnplitude PDF differs frorn that of the Laplace

amplitude PDF. Hence, a parameter p is introduced, which enables to approximate

both. After normalizing lSl bV the standard deviation os, we thus assume

洲則)=響 exp{平
}

ズISI)～ exp{μ丹}

ズ圏)～ ■exp{μ丹}

(A.11)

At low values of lSl, the PDF of the Laplace and Gamma ampiitude is much higher than

R.ayleigh PDF. Corrsidering the Rayleigh PDF according to Eq.(A.10), the behavior at

low values is mainly due to the linear term of lSl, whereas the exponential term plays

a minor role at small vaiues.

Both the PDF' of the Laplace amplitude and the PDF of the Gamma amplitude

can be approximated by abandoning a linear term in lSl. Instead, lSl is taken to

the power of a parameter v after normalization to the standard deviation of speech,
. i.st .,.i.e., p(lSl) - (#)' in order to be able to approximate a large variety of PDFs. The

smaller the pararneter z, the more amplitude PDF distributed at Iow values. The term

hardly influences the behavior of the function at high value due to thc dominance of

the exponential decav

ド

ｎｅ

ｄ

　

ａｌ

ｆ
軌
咄

隔
　
μ

Ａ

　

ν
，

(A12)

: I into account, the approximating function with parameters

(A13)
u'-t lsl" f lsl2'lp(lsl) : fC. r)f;*r"*ot, * ]

Here, I denotes the Gamma function.

A.3 Derivation of Speech Spectral Gain Q.f4)
For sirnplicity. the frame index n and frequency index k are omitted" Let p(') denote

the PDF (Probably Density Function). A joint MAP solution is given as

SI=argT「メχ SI'∠助ズ SI,∠め ,
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∠S = argTP(」 て|ISI,∠ S)P(ISI,∠ S)・          (A15)

As proposed in[31,we put p(X‖ SI,∠ S)and P(∠S)aS

洲乱綱=去Ⅸp←甲 ),  いη

ズ∠S)=募
          (A.1つ

Under the assumption that p(ISI)iS Statistically independent with ρ(∠ S),i.e.,P(ISI,∠ S)=

P(ISI)P(∠ S),We haVe

P(り【|ISI,∠ S)P(ISI,∠ S)

=轟∝p(上ギ)洗挙区p(μ母)・

A.DERIVATIONS

(A18)

.Since the natural iogarithm greatly facilitates the optimization of (A.14) or (A.15), we

take the logarithm of (A.18) as

ln ν(χ llSI,∠ S)p(SI,∠ S)

区 ′十日
2 xlギ ∠S~珊 θ→

二 十ЛJ則 一μ
賢

仙

(  )  
団

DifFerelltiating(A.19)with respect to∠ S alld setting it to zer()yield

θ,(∠
S― ∠χ)_θブ(∠ X―∠S) = 0
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A.4 Derivation of Another Speech Spectral Gain Based on MAP
Estimation

Therefore, the estimation of lS which maximizes (A.19) is given by

∠S = ∠X (A.21)

This is the sOlution of(A15).Then,diferelltiating(A.19)with respect to lSI,Setting

it tO zero and replacing∠ Sv/ith∠X,、ve get

―可
「

+歯 +(≒←―ず:)=
同22C―表)開―券区F=

ls12_2υ lSIIXI一
」:IX12=

０

　

　

　

０

　

　

０

lF^.22)

where u is defined in (2.14). Since the solution of lSl is positive, the estimation of l,9l

which maximize (A.19) is given by

ISI =

This is the s01ution of(A.14).

by(214).

L.4 Derivation of Another Speech Spectral Gain Based

on MAP Estimation

A comnrrtationallv'efficient MAP solutiotr is siven as

居 )凶
・   団

|ぶ lθ
J∠S/X,We hⅣ e the spectral gain givenSince

＋
　
　
　
〓

／
い
ヽ

　

Ｇ

Now, the super-Gaussian function is used to model the PDF of the speech spectral

amplitude p(lSl ). Then Gaussian assumption of noise allows to apply for p(lX 
| | lSl ). W"

need to maximize onlyp(lXlllSl)p(lSl). sincep(lXl) is independent of lSl. A closed form

solution can be lbund if the modified Bessel function -Is is considered asymptoticaliy,

with

向 =額 gT洲 劃 1区 D=鉗 gttX

和～島己

(A.24)
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Irrstead of differerrtiating p(lXlllSl)p(lSl), the maximization can be performed better

after applving the natural logarithm, because the product of the polynomial and expo-

Atter illsertion of Eq.(A.25)into Eq.(2.10),We get for P(lχ ‖ISI)P(ISI):

1困 旧 口 聞 ～同":Ⅸp{一 遷
]こ

Ц tt li早 )}・

nential converts into a sum:

dtoe [p(lxlllsl)p(lsl)] : f ,, _ 1\ 1

dlsl \- 2)lsl

G =

μ =

so γ Tαm蝋 2π
ttmη

ttθm)
η =1

ヽヽ石e utilize the Hanning、 vindo、v function given as

ん0=:{1-COS(年
)}

(A.26)

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)

(A32)

０豊網
丁

十μ
一
¨

一羽
丁

一

After multipiication with lSl, one reasorlable solution lSl:G . lXl to the quadratic

equation is found, because the second solution delivers spectral amp).itudes l,9l < 0 at

Ieast for v > 0.5. The second derivative at l.9l is negative, thus a local uraximum is

guaranteed. The speech enhancement algorithrn based on MAP estimation is as follows:

S = θ X.

μ

　

ｌ

一
２

A.5 Derivation of scaling

The segmented speech signal is given by

4ν7‐

function(4.6)

. s(n) : s(n) ' h(n)' (A'31)

Under the assumption that the power of le(n)l is srnall enough to be rreglected in

courparison to one of harrnonic part in (4.2). Then, we can approximate a speech

signal s(n) as
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A.5 Derivation of scaling function (4.6)

Then, the spectral amplitude of s(n) is given by

L+i .1
ls(k)l : t ? lirt* -mk"+1)+ 6(k+mk.)

,--r - \-

+latr - mk. - r) + 1d(k t mk"- r/ + 1)22
+ d(k + mk" *N) + ;d(k * mk"- 

" - t)) (A.s4)

By substituting (A.34) into (2.24) with p : 1, we get

L#l (1
so(') :'U, ry{ ;."' 

2r(m!t - 1) 
n

m:) ' \-

2tr(mk") I 2tr(mk" -l I) I+cos-nt,cos N "l

/. 2,, \ L&l r- 2trmk: (t + cos ;" ) ) oo 
cos ffn. (A.35)

The scaling function for s6(n -| ?) is given as

SC(η ) = I SO(2)
0(η 十 :r)

(1‐卜COS等 2)・ Σ[売」
ン 772=1 争 Ca,Tη

Using the following' relation

we have(4.6).

但+COS等 け η }Σ 膳
」
争 COs 2学 1721η

.

鰯早 い十η=GttЪ

(A36)

(A.37)
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